LOOKING  AT   ENGLAND
population of England, Scotland and Wales scrambling for the
Hebrides, and you have a faint idea of what is happening in China.
After two thousand years of slow progress towards humanity
you have that gigantic catastrophe in China- In Europe you
have minor tragedies, major ones impending.
In London, on the same day that Mr. Chamberlain deplored,
Mr. Malcolm MacDonald told the Constitutional Club, 'Of
course, one has to look at the possibility that in our own lifetime
this great Empire will crumble and go to pieces'.
You will have to look for that very soon, unless you change
your methods, unless your politicians stop playing golf and going
to those ridiculous banquets, unless you can compel them to get
to work, put your defences in order, mend your social conditions,
stop fobbing you'off with red-herring statements. Time still is
left. Time always is left, until the clock strikes too late. But if
no will exists, if prejudice and privilege and preconceived opinions
and property-obsession are to outweigh experience and enthusiasm
and energy and knowledge and patriotism, then it is too late before
the clock strikes.
Where are you now? Italy is demanding territory from France,
Germany will soon be demanding territory from England. How
do we stand with France? France has declared that she will
'yield no inch of land to Italy, even if the refusal means war3.
Then why, in the name of offence and defence, did France sacrifice
Czechoslovakia, with its magnificent army. But where does this
leave us, the English? Will we, won't we, go to the aid of France,
if France is attacked? Will France, won't France, come to our
aid, if we are attacked? Who knows, to-day?*
What does Mr. Chamberlain think about it?
On a Monday he said England was bound by no pact or treaty
to go to the aid of France if she became involved in hostilities
with Italy.
On a Tuesday he said that England's relations with France
were so close as to pass beyond mere legal obligations, since they
were founded on identity of interest.
On a Wednesday h£ said an Italian attack on Tunis 'could
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